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There has been a longstanding recognition of the persistent relation between low socioeconomic status and higher mortality rates in England.2 Less consideration has been given to morbidity based socioeconomic inequalities but the evidence remains equally compelling.2–4 Overall, it is impossible to deny that there are consistent socioeconomic gradients to both mortality and morbidity. Studies of these gradients usually conceptualise mortality or morbidity to both mortality and morbidity. Overall, it is impossible to deny that there are consistent socioeconomic gradients to both mortality and morbidity. Studies of these gradients usually conceptualise mortality or morbidity as associations with socioeconomic status22 and social gradients being flatter for women.23 It is clear that inequalities need to be assessed separately for men and women.24 Secondly, gradients vary by age. Elderly women assess their health less positively than men and class based inequality is important in old age.25 Conversely, social inequalities in health may be marked in infant populations and among young people there is often little class difference.26 Class re-emerges as a significant factor in populations aged over 20, is clearly present by the age of 35, and generally increases with age.27 28 Thirdly, the detailed pattern of relations between class and health show considerable diversity.29 Thus, for some conditions, gradients may be consistent with age. For others, gradients steepen or flatten with age, or relate to sex but not age.

The balance of evidence in the existing literature thus points to an expectation that the association of social class and health will vary with sex and vary significantly with age but not in a uniform fashion. The limited evidence available to date on the contribution of class to inequalities in health after controlling for non-class attributes, makes the case for the importance of gender.30

METHODS
To explore the strength of social gradients relative to demographic variations in morbidity, data were abstracted from the 1991–1997 runs of the Health Survey for England. This annual official survey has reported on a wide range of “self reported longstanding illnesses” and has had an annual

Study objectives: To assess the relative contribution of age and social class to variations in the prevalence of a selection of self reported health problems. To examine the implications of observed variations for research on health inequalities.

Design: Secondary analysis of the Health Survey for England (1991–1997) using morbidities that are particularly prone to class effects. A statistical measure of the “relative class effect” is introduced to compare the effects of adjusting for social class and age.

Main results: There is substantial variation in the relative importance of the age and class distributions of different diseases. Age effects often overshadow those of class even for conditions where an apparently strong social gradient exists. Only for self reported mental health among women does the social gradient exceed the age gradient. Within the context of a dominating age gradient, social gradients are relatively high for mental health and general health for both sexes. Variation in the relative strengths of the social gradients between the sexes are observed for angina symptoms.

Conclusions: Given variations in the “relative class effect”, analysis recognising the distinct contributions of age, sex, and social class to specific morbidities is advocated as a transparent and robust approach to the assessment of morbidity based inequality.
sample size that rose from about 7000 adults in its first run to about 17,000 by 1997. Its adult response base represents roughly 75% of potential respondents and is representative of England in terms of age, sex, socioeconomic status, and region. In addition to information on self-reported long-standing illnesses, the survey includes a variety of individual and contextual variables. For the purposes of this study we have focused on age (16+), sex and social class defined, as in the 1991 UK census, by the occupation of the head of the household. Though other measures and definitions of social class exist and are often methodologically preferable, this is the standard definition historically used in UK studies of class based health inequalities. We limit our analysis to self-reported morbidities that demonstrate separate significant (p<0.01) associations with poor social class for both men and women respondents to the 1991–1997 runs of the Health Survey for England.

For each condition, prevalence tables were produced for men and women comprising seven age categories (16–24; 10 year bandings to 74, and 75+) and the standard six social class categories (ranging from I = highest to V = lowest with III subdivided into manual and non-manual). The numerator in each cell is the number of respondents in each category who are recorded as suffering from a particular condition. The denominator is the total number of respondents in each category who provided a valid response to the relevant question. The prevalence for each condition is then expressed as a rate per 10,000 of the denominator. To ensure a sufficiently large sample size, calculations were based on data for all survey years for which relevant questions were asked. The overall sample base for each condition is summarised in Table 1.

To capture the relative significance of the relative strength of demographic and class gradients, we have developed a measure that we term the “relative class effect”. This is defined as:

\[
RCE = (\sum_i (P_i - MP_i)) / (\sum_i (P_i - MP_i))
\]

where \(P_i\) is the prevalence of a particular condition in a cell defined by age category (i) and class (j) and MP is the mean prevalence for the relevant category of age or class respectively. The measure is analogous to the location quotient widely used in quantitative studies of regional economic diversity. We calculated the RCE using age and class mean prevalence rates that were both weighted and unweighted with respect to the denominator size of the cell populations.

Essentially, the RCE is the ratio of the amount that class specific prevalence rates would have to change to leave all social classes with an equal prevalence rate, compared with the extent to which age specific prevalence rates would have to change to leave all age groups with an equal prevalence rate. If the measure is greater than unity, then the social class gradient is greater in absolute terms than the demographic gradient. The lower the measure, the less significant the condition’s social class gradient relative to its demographic gradient, notwithstanding the absolute magnitude of that condition’s social class gradient. Conventional confirmatory significance testing is not traditionally undertaken with analogous exploratory statistical measures such as the location quotient. Instead an established “rule of thumb” takes location quotients with values between 0.75 and 1.25 to be indicative of inconclusive evidence; we take this perspective in our interpretation below.

**RESULTS**

We reiterate our focus on conditions that exhibit a strong statistically significant association between low social class and high prevalence. Figure 1 provides an exploratory graphical illustration of our contentions concerning the relative strength of demographic and class gradients for three marker conditions: self-reported cardiac, mental, and general ill health.

The varying balance between demographic and social class factors is clear. The prevalence of grade 2 angina symptoms has a strong social gradient (particularly with respect to patients aged between 45 and 75), but also a marked demographic dimension in which prevalence generally increases with age. The known reduced importance of class based inequality in young populations is clearly evident for both sexes. The prevalence of self-reported mental disorder also shows both a demographic and a social gradient. The social gradient appears less marked for women while the age gradient appears to peak in the 45–54 year group. General health seems less differentiated by class and age among women but men exhibit an ideal typal graph that peaks for older people of low social class.

Table 2 reports the values of the RCE measure for the full range of selected conditions using both the weighted and the unweighted approaches. Self-assessments of mental illness and the presence of grade two angina symptoms were the only conditions where weighting with respect to the denominator size of the cell populations suggested made anything more than a negligible difference to our results.

The practical significance of class gradients varies in relation to the demographic gradient from one condition to
the next. Though we chose to focus on conditions that exhibited strong associations between condition prevalence and low social class, only one of condition had RCE values greater than unity. In other words, it is very unusual to find conditions where the social class gradient is greater than the demographic gradient. The sole exception to this pattern was mental illness; interestingly unweighted data suggest the dominance of class inequality among men, while weighted data suggest this happens with women. In so far as conclusions can be drawn from the application of “rules of thumb” and the observed RCE coefficients, it is unclear whether age or class dominates variations in self reported mental health. For all other conditions, age is clearly the important factor.

The RCE values display interesting variations between the sexes. Focusing on the weighted data, self reported grade 1 angina symptoms show a stronger class gradient among women but men exhibit a stronger class gradient for grade 2 symptoms. Class, though lacking the overall importance of age, is a stronger influence on male self reported health, mental health and grade 2 angina symptoms than it is on women’s self assessments of the same conditions. In contrast, the self assessment of grade 2 angina symptoms,

### Key points

- The age-sex component of variations in morbidity is often neglected in comparison with associated with socioeconomic status
- The magnitude of the age-sex effect on variations in self reported morbidity usually exceeds that attributable to social class in data drawn from the Health Survey for England.
cerebrovascular and diabetic health and hearing problems generally has a stronger class dimension among women. These findings raise questions about variations in self reporting between sexes.

There are also similarities in our findings. Class is consistently most important for psychiatric ill health for both sexes and least important for longstanding illness. The relative ordering of conditions in terms of the (un)importance of class is similar between sexes; only in the case of angina symptoms are their clear differences. In terms of the absolute size of this “gender gap”, it is most evident with respect to male self reports of very poor health and female self reports of grade one angina symptoms, diabetes, and cerebrovascular problems.

Taken as a whole, the evidence of the three dimensional graphs and the RCE statistics suggests that the case for social class inequalities for conditions in this analysis has been overstated at the expense of age. Given the underlying numerator-deonominator sizes evident in table 1, we place least credence on our findings concerning grade 2 angina symptoms, diabetes, and cerebrovascular problems.

**DISCUSSION**

Why does this matter? Evidence from a large number of studies has consistently demonstrated that profound social gradients exist in disease prevalence. It is undeniable that many negative health conditions are more concentrated among lower social classes. We do not dispute this evidence. We do however commend a more critical analysis for two main reasons.

**Policy implications**

- Policies seeking to combat health inequalities need to ensure substantial sensitivity to age and gender.
- National and local initiatives targeting the health of lower socioeconomic groups, and by extension socially deprived areas, may require modification to ensure effective consideration of gender and age differentiated needs.

Firstly, there is a danger that the strong associations between class and morbidity can evolve to a simplistic suggestion that class alone is a valid indicator of poor health. Our measure of the relative class effect demonstrates however, that for both men and women many conditions, though clearly exhibiting significant social gradients, are dominated by an underlying demographic gradient. As a result, a reliance on social status alone as a surrogate for poor health is likely to over-estimate levels of poor morbidity in lower social status populations and, conversely, make under-estimates for more elderly populations.

Secondly, our analysis highlights the danger of assuming that inequalities in morbidity have a consistent and universal form. Inevitably there is little scope for generalisation and substantial variation in both the age related distributions of different diseases and the degree to which different areas of morbidity are associated with socioeconomic status. Thus, while stronger age gradients may typify most conditions, some conditions are characterised by strong social gradients. From this it follows that socioeconomic disadvantage as a surrogate for health need may be appropriate for conditions that are strongly associated with deprivation, but it will be a poor proxy where that association is not strong, or where the age effect is significantly larger than the social effect.

How do these findings come about? It is clear from past work that the impact of class on morbidity is weakest in younger age groups. Equally, in older age groups, a stronger association with age confounds the association with class. There are two immediate interpretations that can be made of the health-class-age association. Firstly, and most straightforwardly, it can be taken as an indication that older people, not unexpectedly, suffer poorer health and that differences in class background do not generate significant variations in what is overwhelmingly a process driven by aging. This process is compounded by the multifactorial and chronic nature of much ill health among all older people, age related bodily degeneration, and lower expectations of good health.

The alternative explanation is an artefactual one; while age-health associations are as undeniable as class-health ones, the confounding class-age association is problematic. Class, in the context used in this paper, is a construct derived from occupational status. Though class clearly impacts on matters such as life expectancy, its appropriateness as a measure of the socioeconomic status of post-working age people is doubtful. Our decision to use the standard occupationally based UK “class” measure of socioeconomic status in our analysis perhaps not unexpectedly highlights...
the insufficiency of that measure as a basis for the examination of health variations among older people. Without detailed longitudinal histories of changing class positions, further speculation is difficult. However, it might be hypothesised that, though occupational status is generally maximised at an age comparatively close to retirement, the positive effects of this are countered by the increasing impact of chronic disease.

In view of the condition-specific insights that are necessary to pursue key UK health policy initiatives such as the National Service Frameworks, and the additional implications of measures such as equity auditing, our analysis underlines the need to consider age as well as class when assessing inequalities in morbidity. It might be argued that this task is accomplished by comparing age standardised morbidity rates across social classes. Our results suggest that such an approach runs the risk of devaluing demography in so far as the standardisation process may remove from subsequent analysis demographic variations that appear to be often much larger than those that can be ascribed to social class. We need to take account of the relative importance of age, sex, and class. Unless we do so, a commendable concern for class based inequality may inadvertently obscure age (and gender) inequality.
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